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The U.S. Bureau
B
of Econ
nomic Analysiss released preliiminary 3rd quaarter 2018 foreeign direct inveestment statisttics on
December 19, 2018.
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Foreign direct
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ent in the Uniteed States meassures equity caapital flows, reinvestment of earnings, and debt
instrumentts between U.SS. affiliates and
d their parentss abroad.
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Analysiss & Context
Third-qua
arter 2018 foreign
f
direcct investment flows in the United Statees registered
d $116.3 billlion,
following
g a small dive
estment of leess than $1 billion
b
in the second quarrter. The secoond quarter was
marked by
b unusually high selloff and purchasse activity, which
w
suggestts that some $100 billionn
invested in the United
d States had transferred ownership abroad.
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Alsoo in that quarter, U.S.
affiliates paid off a record level of loans to their
t
foreignn parents. Following the rocky
r
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direcct investmentt flows in thirrd-quarter 2018
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h a trillion dollars.
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i well-payinng jobs.
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maintaineed its numbe
er one positioon in the worrld as a desttination for FDI.
F UNCTAD
D projects tha
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DI flows in 20
018 will incrrease by justt 10 percent,, remaining well
w below thhe average over
the past several
s
yearrs.
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Looking at foreign direct investment more broadly, foreign companies invest in the United States
for many reasons. A list of positive factors include the large U.S. market, world-class research
universities, a stable regulatory regime, and a solid infrastructure that allows businesses to easily
access the U.S. market. For certain foreign investors, the United States has become an important
global export platform. Good domestic energy resources and low energy prices also draw
foreign investors to the United States.
Whether the United States will retain its status as the world’s most attractive investment location
hinges mainly on future macroeconomic developments and changing financial conditions. For the
sixth year in a row, in 2018, A.T. Kearney’s FDI Confidence Index ranked the United States as the
world’s top market.
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